
Q1:Investigation of the kind of images for which low rank SVD approxima-
tions can give very good results

General distribution of singular values with increase of k values:

(image taken from:http://www.columbia.edu/itc/applied/e3101/SVD_applications.pdf)
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Quality of image is mostly measured either by:
1.(sum of singular value kept)/(original sum of singular value)
2.Frobenius norm of approximated image/Frobenius norm of original image.
Through experiments, I propose 3 criteria that the low rank SVD approxi-

mations can give good result by listing some examples:
1. The di�erence(euclidean norm) between two columns/rows are small com-

pared to the Fronbenius norm of the matrix.
2. The di�erence(euclidean norm) between columns/rows with zero colums/rows

is small compared to the Fronbenius norm of the matrix.
3. The columns/rows are near that another columns/rows in term of the

cosine angle. The cosine is near 1.
In these cases, the di�erence between the Frobenius norm is small. While the

best rank r-1 approximation to rank r matrix has �Frobenius norm di�erence�
root of square of the rth singular values, it can be said that the rth singular
value is small compared to the total root of sum of square. (2 rows/columns
identical or with 1 more zero rows/columns or 2 rows/columns multiple of each
other mean rank r-1 matrix)

Examples:
Classic example where low rank approximation is bad:
0.
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1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1


1.(The di�erence(euclidean norm) between two columns/rows are small com-

pared to the Fronbenius norm of the matrix.)

It can be seen that the Frobenius norm of di�erence of row 1 and row 3 is
small compared to the Frobenius norm of matrix. Last singular value or even
the second 1 can be truncated.

2.(The di�erence(euclidean norm) between columns/rows with zero colums/rows
is small compared to the Fronbenius norm of the matrix.)

It can be seen that the Frobenius norm of di�erence of row 3 and zero row
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is small compared to the Frobenius norm of matrix. Last singular value can be
truncated.

3.(The columns/rows are near that another columns/rows in term of the
cosine angle. The cosine is near 1.)

The cosine of 2nd and 3rd columns are close to 1. Last singular value is near
0.

4.(not obvious example)
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This example is a not so obvious where 3×column3−2×column1 nearly equal
column2.

Last but not least:
5×5 example:
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Therefore sometimes complex image may be well approximated by low-rank
matrix.

I believe it is related to, but not implied by, the Eckart-Young theorem:
�In the case that the approximation is based on minimizing the Frobenius

norm of the di�erence between A and which has a speci�c rank r. In the case that
the approximation is based on minimizing the Frobenius norm of the di�erence
between A and A' under the constraint that it turns out that the solution is
given by the SVD of M, namely A'=UX'V⋆,where X' is the same matrix as X
except it contains only the r largest singular values.�

(wiki: singular value decomposition)
Another indicator of whether a truncation of the last singular value is good

estimate can be done by calculating the condition number.
Condition number:
cond(A) = ||A||/||A−1||=largest singular value/lowest singular value.
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